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CHPT3 LAUNCHES FIRST DIRT COLLECTION
CHPT3 is finally launching the long-awaited Dirt collection. The kit was first showcased at the

Sea Otter Event in Girona at the end of September with amazing feedback and we have been

waiting for this moment to finally share it.

With a pair of shorts, a pair of undercover shorts and a tech t-shirt we've put together the dirt

holy trinity. These are the three contact points and most important pieces of kit for your next

gravel adventures and now finally available to purchase on CHPT3.com.

The T-shirt is designed for adventure, cut like a T-shirt and made to perform under physical

effort. Highly breathable next-to-skin fabric, fast drying and keeping moisture moving and

preventing wet-cling. The T-shirt is available in three colours, Concrete, Outer Space or Fire

Red.
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http://press.chpt3.com/
https://chpt3.com/collections/dirt
https://chpt3.com/collections/dirt/products/most-days-mens-tech-t-shirt-concrete
https://chpt3.com/collections/dirt/products/most-days-mens-tech-t-shirt-outer-space
https://chpt3.com/collections/dirt/products/most-days-mens-tech-t-shirt-fire-red


Resilient, lightweight and multi purpose Tech Shorts come in one colour, Stone. The Dirt Tech

Shorts are built to survive the dirt. Including two standard and low side pockets with mesh

inside to keep things breathable. But while climbing hills on a gravel carpet you'll need even

more comfort. That is why we have created our undercover shorts. Designed to be worn under

our Dirt Shorts when riding off road. The seat pad is made for comfort, distance and

performance while tracking up your favourite tracks from Girona to California.

https://chpt3.com/collections/dirt/products/most-days-mens-tech-shorts
https://chpt3.com/collections/dirt/products/most-days-mens-tech-liner-shorts
https://press.chpt3.com/images/403666
https://press.chpt3.com/images/403655
https://press.chpt3.com/images/403653


Gravel is about celebrating the variety of the unknown and feeling the summer
madness transition into autumn colours. 
— CHPT3

For more information, please don't hesitate to get in touch with jacqueline@chpt3.com.

For all imagery, please download from our Media Kit here.

https://press.chpt3.com/media_kits
https://press.chpt3.com/images/403661
https://press.chpt3.com/images/403657


ABOUT CHPT3

CHPT3 is British cycling brand. We make the finest sportswear there is for cyclists based on the simple idea that
cycling is your playful chapter in life. Our sportswear is made to make you enjoy your ride whether it is racing on
the road, adventuring on a single track or riding the street on the way to work. We want you to get out there and
play.
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